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Christian Theology 1998-08
a new edition of leading theologian millard erickson s classic text

Introducing Christian Doctrine 2001-04
an enhanced version of a classic undergraduate text

Christian Theology 2013-08-15
leading evangelical scholar millard erickson offers a new edition of his bestselling textbook
now substantially updated and revised throughout this edition takes into account feedback
from professors and students and reflects current theological conversations with added
material on the atonement justification and divine foreknowledge erickson s comprehensive
introduction is biblical contemporary moderate and fair to various positions and it applies
doctrine to christian life and ministry

Introducing Christian Doctrine 2015-08-11
leading evangelical scholar millard erickson offers a new edition of his bestselling doctrine
text over 100 000 copies sold now thoroughly revised throughout this book is an abridged
less technical version of erickson s classic christian theology pastors and students alike will
find this survey of christian theology and doctrine to be biblical contemporary moderate and
fair to various positions it is a practical and accessible resource that applies doctrine to
christian life and ministry this book is supplemented with helpful web materials for students
and professors through baker academic s textbook esources

Doctrina Cristiana 2023-05
seeks to bring the original dictionary up to date by supplementing it with pertinent ideas
and biographies from the past fifteen years with an emphasis on the historical figures and
movements of the first nineteen centuries of christianity

The Concise Dictionary of Christian Theology (Revised
Edition) 2001-09-04
does god know the future or is the future unknowable to even god open theists believe the
search for biblical answers will spark a new revolution are they right arguing that god
interacts with his creatures spontaneously the controversial new movement known as open
theism has called classic church theology up for reexamination confronting this view classic
theists maintain that god has complete foreknowledge and that open theist arguments are
unorthodox each view has implications for our vision of the future and of god s dealings with
humanity



What Does God Know and When Does He Know It?
2009-08-30
the trinity is the least understood and most important concept in the church yet many would
just as soon jettison it in the interest of ecumenical unity god in three persons defends the
significance of a trinitarian definition and explains it in understandable terms

God in Three Persons 1995
a 2002 christianity today book of the year postmodernism the term slowly filtered into our
vocabularies about three decades ago and now permeates most discussions of the
humanities those who tout the promises and perils of this twentieth century intellectual
movement have filled many a bookshelf and in a previous book postmodernizing the faith
evangelical responses to the challenge of postmodernism millard j erickson provided his
own summary of several evangelical responses both positive and negative to the movement
now in this book erickson offers his own promised in depth analysis and constructive
response what are the intellectual roots of postmodernism who are its most prominent
exponents what can we learn from their critique of modernism where do their assumptions
and analyses fail us where do we go from here what might a post postmodernism look like
erickson addresses these issues with characteristic discernment clarity and evenhandedness
neither dismissing the insights of postmodern thought nor succumbing uncritically to its
allure an important book for all who are concerned with commending christian truth to the
culture within which we live

Evangelical Interpretation 1993
in god the father almighty erickson develops a sturdy exposition of the doctrine of god he
interacts with criticism brought against the traditional view of god and offers a fresh
analysis of the attributes of god in light of scripture and the contemporary scene god the
father almighty is a companion volume to erickson s other theological monographs god in
three persons and the word became flesh

Truth or Consequences 2009-09-20
part 1 delineates the array of positions including liberal catholic and protestant stances
taken on the destiny of the unevangelized in part 2 the author probes the critical issues
including the role of general revelation the possibility of salvation after death the
requirements of salvation the number of the redeemed and the problem of annihilationism
in the final part erickson tackles two practical areas 1 the fate of those who die in infancy
and others who do not reach the age of accountability and 2 how the subject of the destiny
of the unevangelized affects evangelism and missions



God the Father Almighty 1998-03-01
a respected author offers this detailed well documented exploration of the person of christ
that is accessible for laypersons and stimulating for academics top notch reading

How Shall They be Saved? 1996-01-01
the dean of evangelical theologians explores six evangelical responses both positive and
negative to postmodernism

The Word Became Flesh 1996-02-01
when evangelicals confuse an improper passion for novelty witha proper pursuit of
academic and pastoral relevance the resultscan be distressing i cannot express how grateful
i am for thewell formed wisdom with which this book points to the abiding anddecisive
relevance for future route finding of the old theologicalpaths j i packer professor regent
college for those evangelicals who like myself are increasinglytroubled by extravagant
claims made by various evangelical scholarsabout the nature of the postmodern challenge
as well as byearnest calls to develop new epistemological and theologicalperspectives in
response to this challenge the writers of theseessays shed much light this book is must
reading for everyone whowants to promote a clear thinking evangelicalism for
ourcontemporary context richard j mouw president and professor ofchristian philosophy
fuller seminary here is a collection of intelligent provocative gutsy essaysthat dare to fly into
the eye of the scholarly storm overevangelical identity though different perspectives are
presenteven here the underlying thesis is clear and worth heeding theeager and sometimes
uncritical embrace of postmodernist paradigmsmay be as premature as it has proven to be
unproductive for thewell being of the evangelical church one of the most importantbooks of
the new century timothy george dean beeson divinity school samford university provocative
timely and controversial donald g bloesch professor of theologyemeritus dubuque
theological seminary compromise and confusion stand at the center ofevangelicalism s
theological crisis and a clear headed andconvictional analysis of the problem has been
desperately needed thankfully reclaiming the center has arrived just in time my fervent
hope is that it will open evangelical eyes humbleevangelical hearts and awaken this
generation to the peril ofaccommodationism r albert mohler jr president the southernbaptist
theological seminary the authors of this well designed volume provide a bold andwell
argued response to what is sometimes called postconservativeevangelicalism this important
conversation regarding the essence center and boundaries of evangelicalism is here
explored interpreted and assessed from a well informed theological philosophical and
historical perspective i heartily commendthis volume and trust it will find a large readership
david s dockery president union university

Postmodernizing the Faith 1998
a seasoned theologian and homiletician join hands to show pastors how to preach
doctrinally rich sermons in an engaging manner



Contemporary Options in Eschatology 1987
assessing the status of evangelical theology at the turn of the century a team of 26 scholars
including alister e mcgrath clark pinnock wolfhart pannenberg and stanley grenz honor
millard j erickson with this volume edited by david s dockery

Reclaiming the Center 2004
robert e webber has led worship workshops in every major city in the united states and
canada through his conversations and contacts with a network of emerging church leaders
he calls the younger evangelicals webber sees how this new generation and their style of
leadership is bringing change and renewal to the evangelical church these leaders who
include those young in spirit as well as young in age have important insights to offer all
generations faced with doing church in a rapidly changing postmodern culture the younger
evangelicals explores the characteristics of these emerging leaders and provides an outlet
for their stories beginning with a brief overview of twentieth century evangelicalism webber
examines what is different about the twenty first century younger evangelicals way of
thinking about faith and practicing church he allows them ph d s and laypeople to speak in
their own words on issues such as communication theology apologetics pastoral leadership
evangelism worship and spiritual formation thought provoking energizing and timely the
younger evangelicals is a landmark book for pastors and church leaders culture watchers
ministry students and worship leaders who want to prepare for and respond to the new
evangelical awakening brought on by our changing cultural context

Old Wine in New Wineskins 1997
most women in the church don t aspire to lord it over men nor do they want to scramble for
position instead they want to be accepted as full participants in god s work sharing in
kingdom tasks in ways that use their gifts appropriately in gender roles and the people of
god author radio host and professor at gordon conwell theological seminary alice mathews
surveys the roles women have played in the bible and throughout church history
demonstrating both the inspiring contributions of women and the many hurdles that have
been placed in their path along the way she investigates the difficult passages often used to
preclude women from certain areas of service pointing to better and more faithful
understandings of those verses encouraging and hopeful mathews aims for an egalitarian
complementarity in which men and women use all of their gifts in the church together in
partnership for the glory of god

New Dimensions in Evangelical Thought 1998
millard erickson identifies practioners of a new theological movement in evangelicalism that
he contends have adopted a postconservative position and have drifted from the
fundamental affirmations of conservative evangelicalism



The Younger Evangelicals 2002-10-01
la teología sistemática de millard j erickson se ha convertido en un libro de referencia sobre
el pensamiento cristiano evangélico su teología se basa en las escrituras pero también
dialoga con la tradición de la iglesia y con los pensamientos teológicos y filosóficos
modernos erickson explica los diferentes posicionamientos sobre cómo entender a dios jesús
y el espíritu santo y sobre temas como el pecado la salvación la iglesia los últimos tiempos y
otros muchos durante quince años esta teología sistemática de millard erickson se ha
utilizado en diferentes lugares como una introducción muy completa ahora además se ha
revisado teniendo en cuenta tanto los cambios teológicos como también los cambios en el
plano intelectual político económico y social

Gender Roles and the People of God 2017-05-23
the study of god his nature and his word are all essential to the christian faith now those
interested in christian theology have a newly revised and updated reference tool in the 25th
anniversary edition of the moody handbook of theology in this classic and timeless one
volume resource paul enns offers a comprehensive overview of the five dimensions of
theology biblical systematic historical dogmatic and contemporary each section includes an
introduction chapters on key points specific studies pertinent to that theology books for
further study and summary evaluations of each dimension charts graphs glossary and
indexes add depth and breadth theology once the domain of academicians and learned
pastors is now accessible to anyone interested in understanding the essentials of what
christians believe the moody handbook of theology is a concise doctrinal reference tool for
newcomers and seasoned veterans alike

The Evangelical Left 1997
why did jesus have to die was it to appease a wrathful god s demand for punishment does
that mean jesus died to save us from god how could someone ever truly love or trust a god
like that how can that ever be called good news it s questions like these that make so many
people want to have nothing to do with christianity healing the gospel challenges the
assumption that the christian understanding of justice is rooted in a demand for violent
punishment and instead offers a radically different understanding of the gospel based on
god s restorative justice connecting our own experiences of faith with the new testament
narrative author derek flood shows us an understanding of the cross that not only reveals
god s heart of grace but also models our own way of christ like love it s a vision of the
gospel that exposes violence rather than supporting it a gospel rooted in love of enemies
rather than retribution the result is a nonviolent understanding of the atonement that is not
only thoroughly biblical but will help people struggling with their faith to encounter grace

Teología sistemática 2009-03-31
there are few beliefs more essential to christianity than that of the trinity millard erickson
seeks to provide a lucid and judicious answer to the question is jesus eternally subordinate
to the father or is jesus equal with the father in addition to providing rigorous theological



analysis of that question erickson exposes flaws in familial implications derived from the
trinity this increasingly debated topic has finally received a thorough careful and objective
treatment

The Moody Handbook of Theology 2014-03-27
sound theological method is a necessary prerequisite for good theological work this
accessible introduction surveys contemporary theological methodology by presenting
leading thinkers of the 20th and 21st centuries as models the book presents the strengths
and weaknesses in each of the major options rather than favoring one specific position it
helps students of theology think critically so they can understand and develop their own
theological method

Healing the Gospel 2012-08-06
how does christianity relate to other religions beginning with a consideration of the biblical
perspective veli matti kärkkäinen offers a detailed and comprehensive survey of the diverse
explanations proposed by teachers of the church down through the ages this indispensable
guide is for anyone seeking to grasp christianity s relationship to world religions

Who's Tampering with the Trinity? 2009
no previous knowledge of theology demanded this volume is written in an essentially
readable way and is the perfect core to the library of anyone who loves to learn this wide
ranging well directed sharp sighted textbook is his magnum opus this one stands high as a
demonstration of the biblical rationality of the reformed faith j i

Introducing Theological Method 2017-11-07
is postmodernism harmful beneficial or even indifferent to christianity or society before we
can determine this we must know what postmodernism is and how it is influencing
everything about our lives using current events and everyday illustrations the dean of
evangelicalism offers a lively discussion on postmodernism s characteristics and its effect on
popular culture education entertainment and christianity in this way erickson helps readers
better understand and interact with the world around them and gives people the tools to
respond more wisely believe more certainly and discern more soundly

An Introduction to the Theology of Religions
2009-08-20
a biblical clear cogent accessible comprehensive and practical summary of christian belief
by one of the most important and original american theologians of the last hundred years



The Living God 1973
an abridged edition of the bestselling book an introduction to the old testament this rich
guide makes old testament scholarship accessible to the average reader renowned bible
scholar tremper longman iii gathers the best in historical research and literary analysis to
lead the reader through each book of the old testament most significantly longman explores
the meaning of each book in light of its cultural setting abbreviated chapters highlight key
research discoveries ensuring that the information is both significant and manageable
including questions at the end of each chapter for group discussion or personal reflection
introducing the old testament makes the words history and culture of biblical times come
alive for readers laypersons as well as church leaders will take away a solid understanding
of the historical background and theological message of the old testament and be inspired to
apply biblical truths to their lives

Systematic Theology 2013-11-20
seminary can be rich and rewarding but also disorienting in addition to the typical
challenges of doing graduate studies your experiences in seminary have the potential to
affect how you see god other people and yourself the stakes are high but the good news is
that you are not alone in surviving and thriving in seminary two experienced professors and
former seminary students tell you what to expect and how to navigate your years in
seminary they give you advice on how to prepare your own heart and relationships how to
manage your time and energy and how to acquire the study skills you need this essential
book encourages and equips current and prospective seminary students to get the most out
of their time in seminary

The Postmodern World 2002
what is the spiritual condition of infants according to the augustinian calvinist view all
people inherit from the first adam both a sinful nature and his guilt the result is that all
infants are subject to the judgment of god against their nature before they knowingly
commit any sinful actions but is this the clear teaching of scripture in the spiritual condition
of infants adam harwood examines ten relevant biblical texts and the writings of sixteen
theologians in order to clarify the spiritual condition of infants although no passage
explicitly states the spiritual condition of infants each text makes contributions by
addressing the doctrines of man sin the church and salvation if this biblical historical
analysis exposes the traditional augustinian calvinist view to be inadequate then is it
possible to construct an alternate view of the spiritual condition of infants such a view
should remain faithful to the biblical emphasis on humankind s connection to adam and his
sin but also recognize the guilt and condemnation of an individual only in the manner and
time that god does in scripture that is the aim of this book

Systematic Theology 2013
connecting sound biblical doctrine to the practice of effective counseling jay e adams vocal
advocate of a strictly biblical approach to counseling and author of the highly influential



book competent to counsel firmly believes that the bible itself provides all the principles
needed for understanding and engaging in holistic counseling but in order to bring the
practice of counseling whether by professional therapists or by the church under biblical
guidance we first have to deepen our understanding of scripture a theology of christian
counseling is the connection between solid theology the study of god and its practical
application each of its sections are devoted to increasing our understanding of counseling s
potential by looking at it through the lens of doctrines such as prayer and the doctrine of
god human sin and the doctrine of man redemption and the doctrine of salvation forgiveness
and the doctrine of sanctification no counseling system that is based on some other
foundation can begin to offer what christian counseling offers no matter what the problem is
no matter how greatly sin has abounded the christian counselor s stance is struck by the far
more abounding nature of the grace of jesus christ in redemption what a difference this
makes in counseling jay e adams with this book you ll gain insight into the rich theological
framework that supports and directs your approach to how you help people change

Introducing the Old Testament 2012-07-03
evangelical theology is a systematic theology written from the perspective of a biblical
scholar michael f bird contends that the center unity and boundary of the evangelical faith is
the evangel gospel as opposed to things like justification by faith or inerrancy the evangel is
the unifying thread in evangelical theology and the theological hermeneutic through which
the various loci of theology need to be understood using the gospel as a theological leitmotif
an approach to christian doctrine that begins with the gospel and sees each loci through the
lens of the gospel this text presents an authentically evangelical theology as opposed to an
ordinary systematic theology written by an evangelical theologian according to the author
theology is the drama of gospelizing performing and living out the gospel in the theatre of
christian life the text features tables sidebars and questions for discussion the end of every
part includes a what to take home section that gives students a run down on what they need
to know and since reading theology can often be dry and cerebral the author applies his
unique sense of humor in occasional comic belief sections so that students may enjoy their
learning experience through some theological humor added for good measure

Surviving and Thriving in Seminary 2017-04-19
a masterpiece from the preeminent theologian of love a strong case can be made that love is
the core of christian faith and yet christians often fail to give love center stage in biblical
studies and theology and most fail to explain what they mean by love why is this thomas jay
oord explores this question and offers ground breaking answers oord addresses leading
christian thinkers today and of yesteryear he explains biblical forms of love such as agape
philia hesed and ahavah we should understand love s meaning as uniform he says but its
expressions are pluriform widely regarded as the world s foremost theologian of love
thomas jay oord tackles our biggest puzzles about the nature and meaning of love divine and
creaturely his proposals are novel they align with love described in scripture and expressed
in everyday experience oord also provides radical and yet persuasive answers to questions
about evil hell the big bang divine violence divine abandonment and more pluriform love
changes the landscape of christian love studies what they re saying thomas jay oord is the



first to systematically clarify a variety of types of love and show that all are characteristic of
god this is an original contribution to theology though a complex task oord writes in an
accessible and attractive way john b cobb jr cobb institute author of salvation jesus s
mission and ours christian theology in the years to come will need a facelift a true
restoration of the biblical witness to the centrality of god s love if we wish to help make the
faith truly relatable to our world today oord s clear compassionate and compelling voice is
one we will be thankful for peter enns eastern university and co host of the bible for normal
people thomas jay oord adds to his proposals on open and relational theology developing a
theology of love which is both uniform in meaning and pluriform according to situation and
recipients the volume is indispensable for those researching the nature of love paul fiddes
university of oxford the glowing multiform forcefield of love embraces every sentence of
pluriform love free of sentimentality and pretense refusing to pit eros and agape against
each other it unfolds a full scale theology this amorous vision will attract a wide readership
catherine keller drew university author of facing apocalypse thomas oord is a global leader
exploring the primacy of love within christian thought and practice in this book he presents
a theology of love in a loving way when he grapples with the scriptures he shows an attitude
of fairness his writing style combines scholarly depth with accessible simplicity in the end
oord makes a radical claim much of traditional christian theology cannot take love as
seriously as it must love must revolutionize christian theology and oord explains how brian d
mclaren author of do i stay christian this is a rigorous provocative creative and very
readable account of the meaning of love especially divine love it s a very important
contribution to theological thought on this central topic keith ward university of oxford

The Spiritual Condition of Infants 2011-03-15
baptists timothy george and david s dockery update and substantially reshape their classic
book in an effort to preserve and discover the baptists underappreciated contribution to
christianity s theological heritage george and dockery have re arranged this volume
considerably abbreviated from the seven hundred page first edition in light of the southern
baptist identity controversy

A Theology of Christian Counseling 2010-08-10
we cannot know jesus without knowing his story today the debate over who jesus is rages on
has the bible bound christians to a narrow and mistaken notion of jesus should we listen to
other gospels other sayings of jesus that enlarge and correct a mistaken story is the real
jesus entangled in a web of the church s scripture awaiting liberation from our childhood
faith so he might speak to our contemporary pluralistic world to answer these questions we
need to know what story jesus claimed for himself christopher wright is convinced that jesus
own story is rooted in the story of israel in this revised and updated book he traces the life
of christ as it is illuminated by the old testament and he describes god s design for israel as
it is fulfilled in the story of jesus

Evangelical Theology 2013-10-29



Pluriform Love 2022-02-25

Theologians of the Baptist Tradition 2001-05-15

Knowing Jesus Through the Old Testament 2014-10-03

General Revelation 1982-01-01
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